Special Events
AT THE SCIENCE MUSEUM OF VIRGINIA
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Make memories that will last a lifetime at the

Science Museum of Virginia
At the Science Museum of Virginia, our on-site event planners work with you
to ensure every detail is covered, whether you’re looking for dramatic elegance or casual fun.
Housed in a former train station designed by renowned architect John Russell Pope,
the Museum has a rich history and dynamic spaces that will make your event unforgettable.
Learn more about hosting a special event at the Museum by contacting our
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experienced event planners at 804.864.1466 or specialevents@smv.org.
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Dewey Gottwald Center

Host your event in the Dewey Gottwald Center, the newest addition to the Museum’s campus. Equipped with contemporary finishes and
a dynamic floor plan, the sleek steel and glass structure is a stunning location to host your retreat, conference, wedding or lecture.
Guests make a grand entrance into the modern building, using a private entry with direct access to conveniently located parking.
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The Rotunda

The Rotunda features a magnificent five-story dome unlike any other in Virginia. Ideal for a cocktail party,
wedding reception or corporate event, your guests will be dazzled by the grandeur of the architecture and history.
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Garner Pavilion

Add flair to your event by hosting your guests in a

train ramps to make your grand entrance.

Thalhimer Pavilion
This tented area is a wonderful place for your next company party, wedding reception or high school prom.
Gather under the historic train canopies and celebrate the rich history of the Museum.
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canopies at Broad Street Station. Use the historic
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scenic outdoor setting among the historic train

R F & P F OR U M

THE D OM E

Celebrate the history of Broad Street

The Dome creates the ultimate immersive

Station in the Richmond, Fredericksburg

experience underneath Virginia’s largest

and Potomac Forum. Originally Broad

movie screen. Seating 250 guests, this full

Street Station’s dining room, the RF&P

dome theater is the perfect location for a

Forum is a terrific place for a business

private movie screening, awards ceremony

meeting, cocktail party or lunch meeting.

or presentation space for your event.

D I SCOV E R Y R OOM
Host a lecture, a class or a staff meeting in
this space where guests will be surrounded
by a geological overview of Virginia.

M S. B AR AB ARA
T H AL H I M E R THEATER
This traditional presentation facility is
available for multimedia programs, screen
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presentations and speakers.

2500 West Broad Street Richmond, Virginia 23220 smv.org
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